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Ethnicised politics and everyday life in Mostar and the region

*How can mediation, dialogue, and improved political communication contribute to weaken it?*

Due to the war 1992-1995 and the Dayton Treaty which ended it, Bosnia and Herzegovina (B&H) is in a challenging political and social situation. The state is divided into two formalized, extensively self-governed entities: Federacija Bosne i Hercegovine (FB&H) and Republika Srpska (RS), and the autonomous Brčko District. The FB&H itself consists of ten districts also known as Cantons, out of which only two are mixed cantons – not dominated by one ethnic group. The complex state structure reflects continuing fundamental debates regarding the identity of B&H state and its population. Crucial questions concern the structure of the state as well as a definition of the population and political relationships among the three constituent people (Croats, Bosniaks, and Serbs) and the Others (undeclared, undecided and minorities, often reflecting a large part of the population stemming from mixed marriages or socio-democratic background).\(^1\) A struggle over the diverse narratives and truths is ongoing, political claims regarding the current and future forms of the state B&H are present. Post-conflict nationalism dominates and sets political agendas.\(^2\)

---
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1. In which ways politics and everyday life in Mostar are ethnicised?

1.1 Ethnicised politics on all level of politics

The strongest parties in BiH, Hrvatska Demokratska Zajednica (HDZ), Stranka Demokratske Akcije (SDA), and within the Republika Srpska political arena, currently Savez Nezavisnih Sociodemokrata (SNSD), are ethnically defined and highly identified with Bosniak, Croat and Serb ethnic communities and – today even more important – with corresponding political identities. This is favoured by the Constitution (being an Annex of Dayton Peace Agreement) identifying, in an unusual framing, Bosniak, Croats and Serbs as the “constituent peoples”, defining politics and political functions to be based on ethnicity and without providing a viable framework for the political representation of Others. One of many examples is that the Presidency is composed of three members, defined by ethnicity: a Croat, a Bosniak, and a Serb. Also, the members of the “House of People” of the Federation are equally elected based on their ethnicity. By law, it consists of 17 Serbs, 17 Croats, and 17 Bosniaks as well as seven Others. Generally, deputies in Bosnia are elected in BiH to represent their ethnicity and are tasked with “protecting the vital national interest.” However, this model showed its weakness of definition when Željko Komšić, ethnic Croat by birth but member of non-nationalist party, won the Croat seat in the Presidency in 2010 in great part thanks to the votes of Bosnians. This raised protests by the leaders of the B&H Croats who, since that time, proposing changes and amendments to the existing federal laws in the direction that would further strengthen the ethnic and territorial domination and provide greater level of autonomy and control. For this initiatives they have found an eager partner in the Republika Srpska, currently Milorad Dodik and his SNSD.

The voter turnout has been constantly low in BiH. Throughout the last elections it was only about 50 per cent. Many voters, through a complex ballot
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Mostar as one of the biggest agglomerations of the country and one of the very few multi-ethnic cities in BiH reflects the complex social and political situation at a local level: the last elections for the city council took place in 2008, since then the City Statute and Election Law provisions for Mostar are subject to political struggles. Despite increasing possibilities for encounters and interaction, Mostar is de facto divided: Croats live almost exclusively in the western part of the city, whereas Bosniaks are living mainly in the eastern part.

"CSSP Berlin Centre for Integrative Mediation" works in Mostar and Herzegovina region to strengthen mediation, dialogue and political communication. The CSSP project, funded by the German Federal Foreign Office (AA), strengthens multi-ethnic approach of politics and daily life in Mostar. The following analysis, which is mainly nurtured by working experiences in Mostar and Herzegovina, is meant to provide a closer look at two questions:

1) In which ways are politics and everyday life ethnicised in Mostar? In order to depict the situation in Mostar in this respect, the analysis focuses on ethnicised politics and narratives as well as on separately organised everyday life.

2) Furthermore, based on the work of CSSP, it is illustrated how mediation, dialogue and improved political communication can contribute to strengthen multi-ethnic politics and everyday life in Mostar and Herzegovina region?

Carla Schraml works for CSSP and travels regularly to Mostar and the region. Kristina Ćorić has been living and working for the last 25 years in Mostar and also works for CSSP.
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1.2 Ethnicised narratives about history and war

There are contrasting narratives regarding the more recent history and the last war. These offering narratives promote opposing ideas in respect to independence, victimhood, and guilt. Accordingly, they focus on diverging aspects of history and omit other important parts. For example, when Slobodan Praljak committed suicide in the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) after his verdict was announced in autumn 2017, there were several hundred people mourning publicly in the Croat part of Mostar, a theatre performance of the Croat Cultural Centre was cancelled due to this event, and HDZ and other representatives of religious, social and political life publicly expressed their grief. On the other hand, it caused spontaneous reactions of joy with the people in the Bosniak part of Mostar, perceiving it as the ultimate act of justice.

Contemporary toponyms in the region exemplify opposing versions of recent history, such as Šuškovo or Bobanovo selo. These villages are named after Gojko Šušak and Mate Boban, leaders of Croat Republic of Herceg Bosna who died before there was a chance for them to be seriously investigated and possibly processed by ICTY. Another example is a bridge in Čapljina, which is called after the late Croatian president Franjo Tudjman, who by the ICTY judgement in autumn last year was seen to have helped conceive and execute a plan to carve out a Croat state in B&H. These names – for some related to heroes, who defended mostly Croats during the last war, for some related to atrocities and aggressions committed mostly against Bosniaks and Serbs – show fundamentally differing narrations of recent history and war. This phenomenon is present with all ethnicities throughout the country.

However, opposing ideas about history also reach further back. The well-known Partisan memorial monument in Mostar commemorating (mainly youth) antifascist combatants, who died defending Mostar during Second World War against Nazi Germany and their local allies, the Ustaša, became a disputed symbol in the war and post-war time. Since the first days following the
independence of B&H in 1991, when it was mined, until today when the site is often targeted and vandalised with swastikas and fascist Ustaša insignia and messages, the memorial is reduced to a mere symbol of communism, a perceived source of all strife for the Croat people which is to be fought against on all occasions, in particular on symbolically charged days of commemoration. The way of how resistance against fascism and Nazi Germany is remembered changed with the last war and post-war times, being shaped into a completely different narrative containing omissions, fabrications, and relativizations of historic events.

1.3 Separately organised everyday life

Despite positive developments since the end of the war and an exaggerated focus on the division by NGOs and researchers in the last twenty years\(^9\), Mostar is a de facto divided town: Croats live almost exclusively in the western part, whereas Bosniaks are living mainly in the eastern part. From the presence of symbols in public space (flags, churches or mosques), it is easy to tell the part of the city. Substantial parts of public infrastructure (such as health, communal, or postal services) are organised separately in both parts of the city. Huge parts of social, educational, cultural, and sports events are either mostly frequented by Croats or Bosniaks (party also due to the simple fact that they are located on the one or the other side of the city). Most of the media is known to be either rather Croat or rather Bosniak.

In the Federation of B&H pupils are following either the Federal or the Croat Curricula. This means that they are being taught different content by different teachers going either to a “Bosniak” or “Croat” school. The well-known “two schools, under one roof” exist in areas with undecided distinct majority of one ethnic group over another, to which pupils either go in two different shifts or use different door entrances.

---

On a political-administrative level the ethnic division goes back to war and post-war time when Mostar was divided into six ethnically homogeneous municipalities (three Croat in the West and three Bosniak in the East and an ethnically neutral central zone). The High Representative imposed a statute on unified Mostar, that instead of six municipalities and one central zone, forew ained a unified city territory with one joint administration, which in 2010 were declared unconstitutional by the Constitutional Court of B&H. To this day, the HDZ and SDA, as the leading political factors in Mostar, did not reach a decision on the future statute and consequent changes to the B&H election law, which left Mostar without the local elections since 2008 and without a legislative body since 2012.

2. How can mediation, dialogue, and improved political communication contribute to weaken ethnicised politics and everyday life?

CSSP Berlin Centre for Integrative Mediation works currently in Kosovo and B&H, Ukraine and Germany. The organisation was founded in 2005 as a “Lessons Learned” project, which drew lessons from Prof. Dr. Christian Schwarz-Schilling’s work as the International Mediator in Bosnia and Herzegovina (1995 – 2004). CSSP has specific expertise in applying mediation to community conflicts, i.e. conflicts involving group identities. Community mediation transforms the ways groups and individuals deal with conflict at the local level by focusing on transforming relationships, solving concrete problems, and enhancing inclusive decision-making processes.

CSSP has been promoting community mediation and dialogue in various projects and with various partners in B&H, and specifically in Mostar and Herzegovina area. Amongst others, a platform was (re)established and supported that strengthens the dialogue and exchange between civil society and the City of Mostar from 2012 to 2014. More recently, dialogues between Mjesne zajednice (MZ) and civil society as well as with municipality representatives have been conducted in other municipalities in Herzegovina.

The current CSSP project has a specific focus on challenging the ethnic focus of everyday life and politics in Mostar and Herzegovina and strengthening a multi-ethnic and diverse perspective through mediation, dialogue, and improved political communication.

The approach focuses on building capacities and infrastructure for interpersonal and community mediation. Mostar-based NGOs working on inter-ethnic relations, teachers, and pedagogues as well as representatives from public institutions are trained in mediation and dialogue. Already trained and registered mediators are supported to strengthen and intensify their mediation practice. The broader public as well as political and social stakeholders are informed and sensitised for the relevance of (community) mediation. Free of charge mediation services are offered to raise awareness for mediation as well as to strengthen the practice of mediation. For all these activities, CSSP cooperates with the Association of Mediators of B&H, already trained, local mediators, civil society actors working in the field of dialogue and mediation, political representatives and relevant actors from the legal and the public sector. In order to improve political communication at the municipal level in Herzegovina, workshops and roundtables as well as joint activities are organised and conducted with the aim of building trust as well as to identify relevant issues which will improve political communication and cooperation among civil society actors, community representatives, and the municipality.

3. Final remarks

Recent political developments in B&H again prove the political leaders’ intention to not decrease, but on the contrary, to even further strengthen and...
radicalise the ethnic aspects of politics. Decentralized and multiple levels of government controlled by various coalitions make it possible for the political parties to destabilize on a daily basis the already fragile functioning of B&H politics.

This became in particular visible during the campaign for the general elections in B&H in the year 2018. The election campaigns were launched softly ever since the processes stemming from the last local elections were completed. The pre-election campaigns were fully blown to outrageous extent by now. This is best illustrated by: the House of People and Election Law crisis, where the HDZ, in the eve of the upcoming elections, wanted to change the way in which the Croat representatives are elected in a way that would favour dominance of representatives from the regions controlled undisturbedly by the HDZ (such as cantons of Herzegovina and Central Bosnia canton); a referendum in the RS on the question of 9th of January, the holiday of Republika Srpska’s foundation, otherwise declared unconstitutional by the Constitutional court of B&H; and the support of SDA for the pre-election campaign of Recep Tayyip Erdogan in Sarajevo and its diligent promotion of its close ties with his party.